Kindergarten Topic Related Titles
The Continents

Picture Books (Informational)
- (660L) *Introducing Antarctica*, Anita Ganeri
- (660L) *Introducing Australia*, Anita Ganeri
- (690L) *Introducing Asia*, Anita Ganeri
- (AD730L) *Olinguito, from A to Z!*, Lulu Delacre
- (AD1190L) *The Mangrove Tree: Planting Trees to Feed Families*, Susan L. Roth and Cindy Trumbore
- (N/A) *Animal Architects: Amazing Animals Who Build Their Homes*, Daniel Nassar and Julio Antonio Blasco
- (N/A) *Emmanuel’s Dream: The True Story of Emmanuel Ofosu Yeboah*, Laurie Ann Thompson

Picture Books (Literary)
- (AD550L) *Koala Lou*, Mem Fox
- (AD580L) *Ganesha’s Sweet Tooth*, Emily Haynes and Sanjay Patel
- (870L) *Life Story*, Virginia Lee Burton
- (AD1090L) *Tikki Tikki Tembo*, Arlene Mosel
- (N/A) *The Barefoot Book of Animal Tales*, Naomi Adler
- (N/A) *A Collection of Rudyard Kipling's Just So Stories*, Rudyard Kipling
- (N/A) *Wee Gillis*, Munro Leaf
- (N/A) *Follow the Dream: The Story of Christopher Columbus*, Peter Sís
- (N/A) *Charles Darwin’s Around-the-World Adventure*, Jennifer Thermes
First Grade Topic Related Titles

Cinderella Stories

Picture Books (Informational)

- (840L) Vincent van Gogh: (Getting to Know the World's Greatest Artists), Mike Venezia
- (860L) Pablo Picasso: (Getting to Know the World's Greatest Artists), Mike Venezia
- (N/A) Vincent’s Colors, Vincent van Gogh, Metropolitan Museum of Art

Picture Books (Literary)

- (AD640L) Sootface: An Ojibwa Cinderella Story, Robert D. San Souci
- (670L) Lon Po Po: A Red Riding Hood Story from China, Ed Young
- (680L) Cinderella Penguin, or, The Little Glass Flipper, Janet Perlman
- (AD720L) Mufaro’s Beautiful Daughters, John Steptoe
- (AD730L) The Irish Cinderlad, Shirley Climo
- (AD790L) Vincent Can't Sleep: Van Gogh Paints the Night Sky, Barbara Rosenstock
- (AD840L) Yeh-Shen: A Cinderella Story from China, Ai-Ling Louie
- (850L) Jouanah: A Hmong Cinderella, Adapted by Jewell Reinhart Coburn
- (870L) The Golden Sandal: A Middle Eastern Cinderella Story, Rebecca Hickox
- (N/A) Cinderella/Cenicienta,* Francesc Boada

*This text is written in both English and Spanish
Second Grade Topic Related Titles

Good Eating

Picture Books (Informational)

- (AD470L) Before We Eat: From Farm to Table, Pat Brisson
- (630L) Your Digestive System, Rebecca L. Johnson
- (870L) How Did That Get In My Lunchbox?: The Story of Food, Chris Butterworth
- (AD970L) Yum! ¡Mmmm! ¡Qué Rico! Americas' Sproutings, Pat Mora
- (N/A) The Quest to Digest, Mary K. Corcoran

Picture Books (Literary)

- (AD550L/AD700L) Sopa de Frijoles: Bean Soup*, Jorge Argueta
- (630L) Thunder Cake, Patricia Polacco
- (AD660L) Strega Nona, Her Story, Tomie dePaola
- (AD660L) The Tale of Peter Rabbit, Beatrix Potter
- (670L) Too Many Tamales, Gary Soto
- (AD770L) Farmer Will Allen and the Growing Table, Jacqueline Briggs Martin
- (810L) Granny Torrelli Makes Soup, Sharon Creech
- (AD880L) Strega Nona, Tomie dePaola
- (NP) The Seven Silly Eaters, Mary Ann Hoberman

Poetry

- (N/P) A Moose Boosh: A Few Choice Words About Food, Eric-Shabazz Larkin
Third Grade Topic Related Titles – Artists Make Art

Biographies
- (610L) Stone Giant: Michelangelo’s David and How He Came to Be, Jane Sutcliffe
- (680L) The Music in George’s Head: George Gershwin Creates Rhapsody in Blue, Suzanne Slade
- (700L) Who Was Pablo Picasso?, True Kelley
- (AD750L) Sandy’s Circus: A Story about Alexander Calder, Tanya Lee Stone
- (940L) Jackson Pollock, Mike Venezia
- (940L) Michelangelo, Diane Stanley
- (960L) Georges Seurat, Mike Venezia
- (1030L) Some Writer! The Story of E.B. White, Melissa Sweet
- (1100L) Vincent Van Gogh: Portrait of an Artist, Jan Greenberg
- (1120L) Leonardo: the Beautiful Dreamer, Robert Byrd

Novel
- (650L) The Dreamer, Pam Muñoz Ryan

Picture Books (Informational)
- (AD550L) Building on Nature: The Life of Antoni Gaudi, Rachel Rodriguez
- (AD630L) The Noisy Paint Box: The Colors and Sounds of Kandinsky’s Abstract Art, Barbara Rosenstock
- (680L) An Eye for Color: The Story of Josef Albers, Natasha Wing
- (720L) José! Born to Dance, Susanna Reich
- (AD800L) The Fantastic Jungles of Henri Rousseau, Michelle Markel
- (NC1050L) Electric Ben: The Amazing Life and Times of Benjamin Franklin, Robert Byrd
- (N/A) The Garden of Monsieur Monet, Giancarlo Ascari
- (N/A) Edgar Degas: Paintings that Dance, Kristin N. Cole and Maryann Cocca-Leffler
- (N/A) The Artist and His Models: The Art of Rembrandt, Hanuel Ddang
- (N/A) Mr. Matisse and His Cutouts, Annemarie van Haeringen
- (N/A) Lives of the Artists: Masterpieces, Messes (and What the Neighbors Thought), Kathleen Krull
• (N/A) *The World Is Not a Rectangle: A Portrait of Architect Zaha Hadid*, Jeanette Winter
• (880L) *Seen from a Distance: The Art of Monet*, Seon-hye Jang

**Picture Books (Literary)**
• (AD710L) *Ballet for Martha: Making Appalachian Spring*, Jan Greenberg
• (NC770L) *Pippo the Fool*, Tracey E. Fern
• (N/A) *Mario’s Angels: A Story about the Artist Giotto*, Mary Arrigan
• (N/A) *Firebird*, Misty Copeland
• (N/A) *Ellington Was Not a Street*, Ntozake Shange
Fourth Grade Topic Related Titles

Myth Making

Novel

- (740L) Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Lightning Thief, Rick Riordan

Picture Books (Literary)

- (N/A) Cupid and Psyche, M. Charlotte Craft
- (N/A) The Water Dragon: A Chinese Legend, Li Jian
- (N/A) Pegasus, Marianna Mayer

Stories

- (N/A) Greek Myths for Young Children, Heather Amery
- (N/A) A Collection of Rudyard Kipling’s Just So Stories, Rudyard Kipling
- (540L) Fables, Arnold Lobel
- (860L) Treasury of Egyptian Mythology: Classic Stories of Gods, Goddesses, Monsters, & Mortals, Donna Jo Napoli
- (860L) Treasury of Greek Mythology: Classic Stories of Gods, Goddesses, Heroes & Monsters, Donna Jo Napoli
- (N/A) Classic Myths to Read Aloud: The Great Stories of Greek and Roman Mythology, William F. Russell
- (620L) Adventures of the Greek Heroes, Anne M. Wiseman
Fifth Grade Topic Related Titles – Breaking Barriers

Biographies
- (580L) America’s Champion Swimmer: Gertrude Ederle, David Adler
- (610L) A Splash of Red: The Life and Art of Horace Pippin, Jen Bryant
- (AD730L) Wilma Unlimited: How Wilma Rudolph Became the World’s Fastest Woman, Kathleen Krull
- (800L) Who Was Roberto Clemente?, James Buckley, Jr.
- (800L) Roberto Clemente: Pride of the Pittsburgh Pirates, Jonah Winter
- (810L) Ada Lovelace, Poet of Science: The First Computer Programmer, Diane Stanley
- (AD880L) Jesse Owens: Fastest Man Alive, Carole Boston Weatherford
- (1060L) Babe Didrikson Zaharias: The Making of a Champion, Russell Freedman
- (N/A) Six Dots: A Story of Young Louis Braille, Jen Bryant

Historical Accounts
- (1280L) Wheels of Change: How Women Rode the Bicycle to Freedom (With a Few Flat Tires Along the Way), Sue Macy
- (N/A) Mr. Matisse and His Cutouts, Annemarie van Haeringen

Novels
- (AD700L) The Bat Boy and His Violin, Gavin Curtis
- (730L) In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson, Bette Bao Lord

Stories
- (870L) America Street: A Multicultural Anthology of Stories, Anne Mazer